Intern Description

TheBlaze is looking for a Creative Services intern to become a key junior member of our Irving, TX office. TheBlaze prides itself on an actively managed internship program where our trainees make important contributions to our site and learn a wide range of skills necessary to succeed in digital and broadcasting media. We are looking for driven candidates who embrace their enthusiasm of media and are excited to be challenged in a fast-moving entrepreneurial environment.

Skills and Competencies:

All applicants should possess excellent writing and communications skills, have a sharp eye for detail, and should be interested in pursuing a career in media or publishing. The ideal candidate:

- Is highly organized, detail and deadline oriented
- Great communicator
- Has a deep understanding of current events and digital media
- Is incredibly proactive and eager to troubleshoot problems before (and as) they occur
- Is unafraid to ask for help or clarity on tasks
- Experience in graphic design, motion design, or conceptual layout
- Knowledge of Adobe Creative Suite preferred.
- Be proficient with relevant office & design software
- Intelligently justify creative decisions
- thrive in a deadline-driven team environment

Daily responsibilities will include (though not be limited to):

Working in close collaboration with creative professionals, responsibilities will include assisting with setup, research, and delivery of captivating static & motion graphics for a wide range of multimedia products.

Education:

Must be currently enrolled in an undergraduate program. Interns will be paid $10 an hour.

Sound good to you? Then tell us about yourself. Send us a resume (and portfolio if applicable) and a short blurb why TheBlaze would be a great fit for you. Please send your information to dallasintern@theblaze.com with the specific intern title in your subject line.
About our company:

TheBlaze is a news, information & entertainment network dedicated to delivering high quality programming 24 hours a day, 7 days a week while encouraging a broad network of community and debate. Viewers are offered a variety of online media in the form of daily published business, faith, tech and entertainment stories that are supplemented by a contributor’s page, TheBlaze Magazine, Books vertical, and TV network. TheBlaze offers a full slate of thought provoking news and opinion television shows like The Glenn Beck Program, Real News and Wilkow, late night comedy like BS of A, family friendly programming like Independence USA and Liberty Treehouse, provocative documentaries and other original specials covering a myriad of entertaining and enlightening topics. TheBlaze is the only network where you can find the facts and stories you care about most.

TheBlaze ---Truth Lives Here.